Bed and Breakfast Burlington
Bed and Breakfast Burlington - For people who search for a "home away from home" experience when traveling, they might like a
stay at a bed and breakfast. Various travelers might prefer a hotel as they may give a more convenient place and corporate
amenities. Travelers may choose their accommodation according to their personal requirements.
More often than not, a hotel is situated next to a major highway for commuting or close to a major airport. However, bed and
breakfasts are usually located in a more isolated and nature inspired landscape or maybe next to a natural landmark or a tourist
destination. Both options provide a secure lodging alternative for their visitors, but there are some major differences in the kind of
accommodation.
Most hotels these days are a part of a chain. This can make the stay feel a bit corporate or sterile, although it does insure a
certain level of consistency from one place to the next. Conversely, bed and breakfasts are normally independently operated and
owned. Usually, these inns are private homes which have been refurbished for use as commercial housing units. The warm
background provided by a B&B is the key selling point for individuals who choose to stay in this particular type of accommodation
instead of a hotel. The larger hotel chains are more suited to deal with business travelers and large groups like team sports.
These demographics might not require the same personal touches as individuals or families who are on vacation.
The staffing is one more difference between a hotel and a bed and breakfast. Since the bed and breakfasts are generally run by
on-site managers or owners, they usually maintain an extremely small staff and usually spend a large portion of time interacting
with their visitors. As a hotel operation is on a much larger scale, it normally needs quite a few staff to be able to make it operate
efficiently. For instance, there are employees which runs the restaurant part and the banquet halls, some who provide
entertainment every night or day, and people who check the guests in and out. Additionally, there are hotel staff who are
responsible for cleaning the rooms and washing the linens, keeping all washrooms tidy and vacuuming.
The food in a conventional bed and breakfast is made of gourmet quality. Hotels may offer a breakfast bar with juices, cereals and
toast and bagels or will have a bigger buffet in a dining room, depending upon the individual hotel's facilities. Generally the overall
pace of a B&B is rather a bit slower as opposed to that of some of the larger hotel chains. They may offer a more soothing stay
from meal time to sleep time.
The price of the hotel may be the main benefit over a bed and breakfast. The hotel will normally provide discount rates for
government employees and corporate guests. Many have reward programs in place to honor people who stay a certain number of
nights. On the other hand, bed and breakfasts often charge a different rate for peak and slow seasons, although, the owners
cannot usually offer volume discounted rates.
The common bedroom in a bed and breakfast would normally be comparable to a mid-range hotel room. In popular tourist area
places, the bed and breakfast may fetch higher rates compared to the hotels across town.

